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ABSTRACT
Clubroot is very detrimental disease to cabbage production so as farmers work on various efforts to
control it. The use of fungicides not only ineffective but also pollute the environment, therefore
biological control system need to be pursued. The use of antagonistic agents such as Pseudomonas has
been widely studied and known effective in suppressing various pathogens. Therefore it is worth
trying its effectiveness against Plasmodiophora brassicae, a pathogen of cabbage. The purpose of this
study was to obtain indigenous Pseudomonas which effectively suppress the pathogens and may also
increase plant growth. Microbes were isolated from the cabbage area using the Kings'B medium with
multilevel dilution. All isolates were tested for their effectiveness in pots in a Completely Randomized
Design with a concentration of 1.5x106 CFU (Colony Forming Unit) per pot. The variables observed
were plant growth, number of club roots, and percentage of disease incidence. Fourteen isolates of
Pseudomonas were isolated. Three Pseudomonas isolates were found most effective at suppressing
clubroot disease and increasing plant growth. The best isolate obtained was Pseudomonas-6, followed
Pseudomonas-9, and Pseudomonas-8.
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INTRODUCTION
Cabbage

(Brassica

The
olearacea

use

of

pesticides

is

often

var.

ineffective for soil infectious pathogens

capitata L.) is a source of vitamins A, B1, C,

especially clubroot pathogens and excessive

and minerals for the human body, so as the

use would highly polluting the environment.

vegetable is very important to the people.

Increased public attention to environmental

Local Bali cabbage production has decreased

safety causes also limit the use of pesticides.

from year to year. Cabbage production in

Therefore, one of the most environmentally

Bali in 2010 amounted to 47,077 tons,

friendly alternative controls in suppressing

42,926 tons in 2011, in 2012 was 40,167

the

tons, and in 2013 was only 35,781 tons (BPS

brassicae

Bali, 2014). According to the local farmers,

microbes.

the decline is mainly due to a severe attack of
clubroot pathogens on cabbage plants.

development
is

of

biological

Plasmodiophora
control

using

One potential antagonist bacteria that
has

been

widely

documented

is

P.
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fluorescens strain CHAO, and has been

Zhu, 2015). This all informations indicate

shown very effective in suppressing various

that there is an adaptation problem of an

soil infectious diseases. Such strains can

introduced biological agent at an application

produce some substances such as HCN

site.

(Ganeshan and Kumar, 2005), phenazine-1-

Biological control agents drawn from

carboxylic acid (PCA) antibiotic (Jaaffar et

outside the introduction area will face

al., 2017), siderophore (Mousa and Raizada,

various obstacles in their development. As

2016). that suppress various plant pathogens.

mentioned above, the main constraint is the

The use of Pseudomonas in seeds or crops

temperature and humidity in the new area so

can significantly increase the growth and

it

yield of crops in both greenhouse and field

physiologically. As a result, these microbes

trials. Pseudomonas can be useful for many

are often no longer effective as pathogenic

reasons including: 1) direct suppression of

control agents. In addition, bacteria can

Pseudomonas to pathogen; 2) beneficial

rapidly change their genetic makeup so that

effects of other biocontrol agents such as

its effectiveness also rapidly decreases.

is

necessary

to

adapt

the

agents

mycorrhiza due to Pseudomonas in the soil;

Weller (1988) research on wheat has

3) increased availability of mineral nutrients

clearly concluded that initially, introduction

for plants caused by Pseudomonas; 4)

agents can dominate in new places in the first

promotion of plant growth due to the

week only, however by the end of the season

growing

by

the population is less than 2%. Similarly,

Pseudomonas on the association (Hayat,

genetically engineered biological agents are

2010; Pastor et al., 2010; Defago and Haas,

also experiencing the same thing that the

1990;

population

substance

Rovira

et

produced

al.,1992;

Paath

and

Ratulangi, 2014).

the

shrink

drastically

and

eventually the biological agents can not grow

Of the entire microbial control agent
testing,

will

various

its

Therefore it is necessary to look for

effectiveness have been well documented.

indigenous microbes in a region, mass

The main factors responsible to this decline

reproduced, then applied in the same area.

are the growing environment of temperature

The microbes will be used in their habitats so

fluctuation, ultraviolet light exposure, pH

that there will not need to be much

change, water and moisture availability,

adaptation at the growth site. Therefore it is

nutrition,

microflora

necessary to look for indigenous microbes in

competition (Couillerot, 2009; Walker, 2014;

a region, reproduced, then applied in the

and

constraints

indigenous

of

hence can not to compete to others.
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area. The microbes will be used in their

a reaction tube containing 9 ml sterile

habitats so that there will not need to be

distilled water then vortexed. One ml of the

much adaptation at the growth site. The

soil suspension was transferred to a new

purpose of this research is to obtain

reaction

controlling agent of a certain strains of

vortexed, to get 10-2 dilution. By the same

Pseudomonas spp. that are indigenous and

steps there was a dilution rate of 10-7. Each

effective in suppressing the development of

dilution level was cultured as much 1 ml in a

P. brassicae pathogens of clubroot disease

sterile petri dish that filled with King's B

and simultaneously spurring the growth of

medium containing 100 ppm novobiocyn and

cabbage plants.

100

tube

ppm

containing 9

cyclohexamide.

ml

water,

Furthermore,

bacterial colonies that grew on King's B

MATERIALS AND METHODS

medium were observed under ultraviolet
Examples of soil as a source of
inoculums were taken from the vegetable
growing region at Bedugul, Tabanan, Bali
which is endemic to clubroot disease.

(UV) light. Pseudomonas was colony of
green color luminescence. Subsequently, the
colonies were subcultured to obtain pure
isolate.

Microbial isolation was carried out at
Agricultural

Biotechnology

Laboratory

Faculty of Agriculture Udayana University,
Denpasar. The pot experiment was conducted
in a green house of Experimental Field
Station, Faculty of Agriculture, Jalan Pulau

Isolates testing
In-vivo isolate testing was performed
on plants in pots. A total of 2.5 kg of mixed
media (endemic soil: compost fertilizer with
a ratio of 3: 1) is inserted into polybags with
diameter of 12.5 cm and height of 20 cm. A

Moyo Denpasar.
Materials used in this study were
examples of endemic soils, Kings’B media,
70% alcohol, and antibiotics to kill fungi.
The equipments used are glass erlenmeyer,
petri dish, laminar airflow cabinet, autoclave,
pipette, plastic pot, microscope, and ultra

three (3) weeks old cabbage seedling was
planted in each polybag. The plants were
arranged in Completely Randomized Design
with a treatment of the isolated Pseudomonas
species. The treatment was applied with a
concentration of 1.5 x 106 CFU (Colony
Forming Unit).

violet light.
The isolation of Pseudomonas bacteria

Variables

was performed by dilution method with

The variables observed include plant

dilution from 10-1 to 10-7. For the 10-1

height, measured from the soil surface to the

dilutions, 1 g of the sample soil was put into

highest leaf tip after being pushed upward;
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number of leaf; the number of root gall,

dose of 1.3 g/plant ZA, 1.8 g/plant TSP, and

calculated after the plant was revoked;

0.7 g/plant KCl.

percentage of disease incidence, calculated
from the number of plants having gall after
the plant was revoked; leaf chlorophyll

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Bacterial isolates

content, measured by a chlorophyll meter

Pseudomonas bacteria were found in

device; leaf area, measured with Leaf Area

the rhizosphere of some types of plants in the

Meter. All these variables were observed at 8

study

WAP (weeks after planting).

antagonists of clubroot pathogen. When

site

which

were

suspected

as

observed under ultraviolet light, the bacterial
Data analysis
The data were analyzed according to
the Complete Randomized Design (CRD)
used and followed by Duncan Multiple
Range Test at level of 1% and 5%.
Plant maintenance

colony appears green light. The green color
occurs

due

to

the

luminescence

of

fluorescens compounds from bacteria which
metabolize the pepton components of the
Kings'B medium. The characteristics of
colonies are presented in Table 1. Visually

Plants were watered twice a day to
maintain its field capacity. Fertilization was

the bacterial colonies found can be seen as
Fig. 1.

done 2 times at 1 WAP and 5 WAP with a
Table 1. Colony characteristics of Pseudomonas bacteria found in rhizosphere of various plants

Pseudomonas-0
(without isolate)

Colony performance
Form
Ledges
Elevation
Irregular
not
arise
and spreading
grooved

Pseudomonas-1
Pseudomonas-2
Pseudomonas-3
Pseudomonas-4
Pseudomonas-5

Round
Round
Round
Round
Irregular

Pseudomonas-6
Pseudomonas-7
Pseudomonas-8
Pseudomonas-9
Pseudomonas-10
Pseudomonas-11
Pseudomonas-12
Pseudomonas-13
Pseudomonas-14

Round
Round
Round
Round
Round
Round
Round
Round
Round

Isolates

smooth
smooth
smooth
smooth
not
grooved
smooth
smooth
smooth
smooth
smooth
smooth
smooth
smooth
smooth

flat
umbonate
buttons like
flat
flat
arise
flat
umbonate
flat
umbonate
umbonate
flat
umbonate
arise
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Description: The numbers following words “Pseudomonas” is isolate number that isolated from various
plants rhizosphere.

Fig. 1. Pseudomonas spp. isolated from various plants rhizosphere.
(Glowing greenish color under UV light, arrow sign)

Effect of Pseudomonas spp. isolates

interaction between cabbage plants and

Cabbage plant performance observed

Pseudomonas spp. to spur plant growth.

were plant height, leaf number, leaf area, and

This also means that Pseudomonas-6

leaf chlorophyll content. Against all these

can greatly increase plant growth. One

variables, different Pseudomonas isolates

indicator of good plant growth was the leaf

may have different effects (Table 2). Isolates

chlorophyll content.

that give the highest (the best) effect on all of
these variables except the number of leaflets
was isolate Pseudomonas-6 isolated from red
lettuce rhizosphere. The amount of leaf
chlorophyll due to Pseudomonas-6 was the
highest i.e. 6778.85 SPAD followed by
Pseudomonas-9,

Pseudomonas-8,

Pseudomonas-4, and Pseudomonas-7 with
values of 3953.88 SPAD, 3739.26 SPAD,
3538.55

SPAD,

and

3350.84

SPAD

respectively. These all suggested a positive
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Table 2. Effect of Pseudomonas spp. isolate against plant performance
Plant performance
Total leaf
Leaf area
(sheet)
(cm²)

Plant
height
(cm)

Treatment
Pseudomonas-0
(without isolate)
Pseudomonas-1
Pseudomonas-2
Pseudomonas-3
Pseudomonas-4
Pseudomonas-5
Pseudomonas-6
Pseudomonas-7
Pseudomonas-8
Pseudomonas-9
Pseudomonas-10
Pseudomonas-11
Pseudomonas-12
Pseudomonas-13
Pseudomonas-14
Pseudomonas-15

14,91 c

9,38 c

14,97 c
18,81 ab
19,39 ab
19,53 ab
18,20 b
20,57 ab
20,05 ab
19,53 ab
20,24 ab
19,41 ab
18,97 ab
19,06 ab
21,12 a
20,04 ab
19,50 ab

9,44
9,55
10,89
9,55
9,77
9,67
9,77
10,11
9,44
9,44
9,67
10,22
9,67
9,44
9,78

b
b
a
b
ab
ab
ab
ab
b
b
ab
ab
ab
b
ab

Leaf
chlorophyll
(SPAD)

51,02 c
51,16
83,82
78,05
102,30
89,19
198,27
98,15
107,45
115,78
65,98
84,84
74,28
93,24
84,21
85,28

1709,17 d

d
bcd
bcd
bc
bcd
a
bc
bc
b
cd
bcd
bcd
bc
bcd
bcd

1692,37 d
2832,27 cd
2674,77 d
3538,55 bc
3125,21 c
6778,85 a
3350,84 c
3739,26 bc
3953,88 b
2234,74 d
2890,49 cd
2525,52 d
3204,65 c
2783,14 cd
2925,10 cd

Description: The numbers followed by the same letter in the same column means not significantly
different based on Duncan Multiple Range Test at 5% levels.

The high amount of chlorophyll in the leaves

Rapid plant growth occurs due to

shows the high activity of photosynthesis.

Pseudomonas activities. The bacteria can

Carbohydrates will form more in leaves with

stimulate

high

More

availability of plant minerals, and produce

carbohydrates formed will provide the

growth regulators for its host (Alemu and

material for

Alemu, 2015; Iqbal and Hasnain, 2013).

chlorophyll

content.

subsequent metabolism to

produce substance of cell components; hence
the plant growth will be faster or better and
even healthier in more leaf chlorophyll.
Meanwhile, the hormone which formed due
to the Pseudomonas-6 in association to plants
may encourage the growth of plants in basis
of

high

cell

component

produced

in

plant

growth,

increase

the

Percentage of attacks
Symptoms

of

the

disease

attack

occurred in this experiment was a day
withered plants and gall formed on the roots.
Swollen

roots

clog

the

flow

of

water/nutrients to the leaves hence the plant
looks wilted during the day (Fig. 2).

metabolism/photosynthesis.
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Fig. 2. Symptoms of clubroot disease on cabbage. Plant wilting on the daytime (upper
middle) due to roots swelling (left and right above), swelling root symptoms (bottom
left), and healthy roots (bottom right).

The lowest of attacks percentage occurred in

chemical compounds released by bacteria

the treatment of isolates Pseudomonas-6

such as β-1,3-glucanase, chitinase enzymes,

which isolated from red lettuce (Lactuca

salicylic

sativa var. crispa L.). The percentage of

competition

attacks of the isolat was zero (0%) with the

mechanism); 4) degradation of pathogenicity

same value to Pseudomonas-9, followed by

and germination of pathogen inoculum; 5)

Pseudomonas-8 and Pseudomonas-4 with an

stimulate plant growth through bacteria-

attack percentage of 11% respectively (Table

growing substances; and 6) through plant

3).

resistance induction.

acid,

and
for

cyanide
iron

acids,

3)

(siderophore

According to Defago and Keel (1995),
Nagaraj Kumar et al. (2004), and Fekria et
al. (2015) that the protection system by
Pseudomonas

is

manifested

through

mechanisms such as 1) colonizing the roots
so that the roots are physically and
chemically protected, 2) antibiosis through
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Table 3. Percentage of attack of clubroot pathogens on cabbage treated by
Pseudomonas spp. isolates
Treatments
(Isolate number)
Pseudomonas-0 (without isolate)
Pseudomonas-1
Pseudomonas-2
Pseudomonas-3
Pseudomonas-4
Pseudomonas-5
Pseudomonas-6
Pseudomonas-7
Pseudomonas-8
Pseudomonas-9
Pseudomonas-10
Pseudomonas-11
Pseudomonas-12
Pseudomonas-13
Pseudomonas-14
Pseudomonas-15

Variables
Attack percentage
Total gall (pieces)
(%)
100,00 a
8,44 a
44,44 bc
7,78 a
66,66 ab
7,44 a
100,00 a
8,22 a
11,11 de
5,33 b
55,55 ab
7,89 a
0,00 e
0,00 c
33,33 bc
7,35 a
11,11 de
4,33 b
0,00 e
0,00 c
55,55
ab
7,78 a
44,44 b
7,78 a
100,00 a
8,56 a
100,00 a
7,56 a
33,33 bc
7,44 a
100,00 a
7,44 a

Description: The average number followed by the same letters in the same column is not significantly
different based on Duncan Multiple Range Test at 5% levels. The percentage of attack data was analyzed
after converted to arc-sin √(x+1/2).
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